
Name: Rhys Leverslek 
Species: Human 
Position: Senior Weapons Officer 
Age: 24 
DoB: 2 ABY 
Location: Pirath 
Security Clearance: Low Level 
Political Views: Staunch Imperial 
Surviving Family: Parents, 1 Brother, 1 Sister 
Marital Status: Single 
  
Rhys was born on the world of Pirath to a lower class family of dock workers. His father served as a 
cargo handler, a role which can said to be physically demanding and lowly paid. His mother was an 
administrator at the same facility, overseeing cargo manifests and ensuring the flow of foodstuff and 
other goods through the port. 
  
The early years of Rhys life were mundane, educational facilities were poor and home-schooling with 
his siblings was the normal day to day routine, which of course included hours of play in and around 
the dockyards themselves. 
  
At the age of 17 Rhys was able to escape the future that looked to be set for him, having no 
intention of following his family into the dock industry he submitted an application to a local 
Imperial recruitment office and was accepted by the Emperor's Hammer strike fleet. He did not have 
the aptitude to become a pilot, nor the stamina for trooper work but he did have a good knowledge 
of ships hardware and weaponry in particular and was trained up as a member of the weapons crew 
manning ships weaponry such as the turbolaser batteries. 
  
It is through hard work and perseverance that he ended up being assigned to a gun crew aboard the 
ISD Hammer, rising to serve as its Senior Weapons Officer overseeing a number of the 
upper turbolaser batteries. 
  
Rhys has a strong leaning towards the Imperial viewpoint and regards the reestablishment of the 
Empire as one of his key goals in life which he hopes to help do through keeping the Hammers 
weapons fully operational. 
  
In his spare time Rhys enjoys wrestling, taking part in several tournaments onboard the Hammer as 
well as marksmanship tournaments where he often comes near the top of the onboard rankings. He 
hopes to eventually climb the ranks to work as a member of the Star Destroyers bridge crew, 
possibly as the Chief Weapons Officer overseeing all the onboard batteries and working with the 
ships command staff and departmental heads. 
  
He also spends some time in the ships hangars where he has been persuading members of the ships 
fighter wing to help him learn to fly a shuttle. 
 


